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ABSTRACT
Open questlons
pertalnlng
and the case for
sumnarlzed,
The physics prospects
reviewed.
briefly
surveyed.

to the weak
Interacttons
are
exploratfon
of the 1 TeV scale IS
for a multi-TeV hadron collider
are

INTRODUCTION
It Is an unusual prlvllege
to share the platform with
so many
Many of the preceding talks have been
true
heroes of our science.
our
that
have
shaped
the
contributions
reminiscences
of
understanding
of the weak interactions,
lnsplring
accounts of the
triumphs of native guile and cunning, of determined persistence,
and
of what 1s too modestly
described
as good luck.
I have been
assigned the dublous.honor
of telllng
you what you have left undone,
and how we hope to set about completing the elegant but unfinished
intellectual
edlflce
your work has given us. My presentation
will
begin with a discussion
of some of the shortcomings of the "standard
model" evolved In the theoretical
work of Fermi.1
Klein,*
Feynman
Sudarshan and Marshak,*
Schwinger,'
Bludman,‘
and
Gell-Mann.'
Glashow,' Weinberg," Salam,s 't Hooft,1o and others"
under the spur
of the experimental
insights
recounted over the past three days at
I will then move toward the case for a very-high-energy
Wingspread.
proton-proton
collider
as an experimental
instrument for resolvlng
some of the outstanding
puzzles, and sunsnarlze the capacities
of
such a device for both predicted and unexpected discoveries.
THE IMMEDIATE FUTURE
Before moving on to the issues
that
lnsplre
our long-term
mention
some Inmediate
appropriate
to
asplratlons,
It
1s
Our current understanding
is founded on the
experlmental
concerns.
identification
of quarks and leptons as fundamental constituents
of
The known
matter (at least at the current llmlts of resolution).
quarks and leptons fit neatly into doublets
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-2The existence and weak-interaction
properties
of the top quark and
the tau neutrino are strongly
indicated
by circumstantial
evidence.
It is important that they be found.
The most prcmlsing experimental
approaches appear to be a t-search
in hadron colliders,
and a "three
neutrino experiment"
proposed for the Tevatron direct neutral
lepton
facility.
The second key element of our current description
is the gauge
theory
strategy for the construction
of theorles
of the fundamental
Interactions.
This
line
of work has led to the SU(2) OU(1)
electroweak
theory,
to quantum chromodynamics as a theoryLof
thi
strong lnteractlons,
and to the prospect of a unified
theory of the
interactions.
strong,
weak, and electramagnetic
It 1s extremely
important,
and wlthln
our experimental
means,
to
test
the
theory
as stringently
as quantum electrodynamics
has
SU(2) W(l)
been tested!
This means refining
our knowledge of the properties
of
the intermediate
bosons W- and ZO, and testing
the radiative
or
"higher-order"
corrections
that are calculable
In the theory.
It
also means contlnulng
to challenge
the experimental
bases of the
for
second-class
currents,
and
theory by testing
CVC, searching
checking
the Cabibbo hypothesis
for
the flavor structure
of the
charged current.
The outstanding
experimental
Issue
involves
the
status
of the Cabibbo hypothesis
for C B-decay; this should be
resolved by an experiment under analysis
at the Tevatron.
"ETERNAL" QUESTIONS
Beyond these concerns of the moment, there
are many issues
which have - in a sense - always been current.
In the language of
today's theoretical
framework, some of these
important
questions
(Why) Is the charged current
left-handed?
(Why) are there quark-lepton
generations?
(Why) are the neutrinos
massless?
What does CP violation
mean?
How does nonleptonic
enhancement arise?
Are the "elementary
particles"
(the quarks
composite?

and leptons)

For many of these,
existing
experimental
evidence
and
the
theoretical
paradigm
give no particular
clues about where to look
for enlightenment.
No energy scale Is singled out.
THE NATURE OF ELECTROWEAKSYMMETRYBREAKING
The SU(2) GU(l), electroweak
gauge synmetry Is not manifest
in
the world arou d us. It must be hidden or spontaneously
broken.
An
understanding
of spontaneous synseetry breaking has made possible
the
consistent
application
of
the gauge principle
to +the weak
interactions.
This led to the successful
predictions
of W- and Z0
and
suggested
a
possible
origin
of
fermion
masses and
properties,
mixing angles.

h

-3In the minimal
electroweak
model,
breaking is set by the vacuum expectation

wo =

(G,iS)-“’

the spontaneous
symmetry
value of the Higgs field,

- 175 GeV

.

(2)

Although
obvious
;;;racl;i;;

the minimal model has given us impressive successes, it has
it is not predictive
enough.
The theory has
shortcomings:
seemingly
arbitrary
parameters.
Although
the
of the scalars
are consistent
with
local
gauge
invariance,
the Yukawa couplings
are not fixed
by local
gauge
Field theories
involvlng
elementary scalars are viewed
invariance.
by many with mistrust
because of the quadratically
divergent
mass
Finally,
the mass of the Higgs boson, which Is
shifts
that
arise.
the physical
relic
of, spontaneous
symnetry
breaking
is a free
unlike
the masses of the W and 2
parameter
of the theory
intermediate
bosons.
Self-consistency
of the theory does impose some constraints
on
the Higgs boson mass. A lower bound"
of
MH > 7 GeV/c2

(3)

arises
from the requirement
that the minimum of the Higgs potential
occur for ce>0 z 0, not only classically
but also in the presence of
the first-order
quantum corrections.
An upper bound,
MH i 1 TeV/c2

(4)

has been deducedls
by demanding that
partial-wave
unitarity
be
respected in tree approximation
for gauge boson scattering.
If this
condition
is not met, the weak interactions
will become strong at
energies of about 1 TeV.
Since the properties
of the Higgs scalar
,are so loosely
prescribed
in the theory,
it is natural
to ask whether the existence
of the Higgs scalar is unavoidable.
The answer is that
something
very like the Higgs boson is required
to make the amplitudes for the
reaction

(5)
flnite.
This reaction
is described,
in lowest
order
in the
Weinberg-Salam theory, by the four Feynman graphs
in Fig. 1.
The
leading
divergence in the p-wave amplitude of the neutrino-exchange
diagram
Fig. l(a)
is canceled
by the
contributions
of
the
direct-channel
'I- and P-exchange
diagrams of Fig. l(b) and (c).
This Is not the whole story,
however.
The s-wave scattering
amplitude,
which exists
in this
case because the electrons
are
massive and may therefore
be found in the "wrong"
hellcity
state,
grows as Js for
the production
of longitudinally
polarized
gauge
bosons.
This residual
divergence
is precisely
canceled by the Higgs
boson graph of Fig. l(d).
If
the Higgs boson did not exist,
we
should have to invent something very much like it.
From the point
of view of divergence
cancellations
in S-matrix theory,
the Hf?
coupling
must be proportlonal
to mf because "wrong helicfty"
amplitudes are always proportional
to mf.
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ALTERNATIVES TO THE MINIMAL MODEL
It
is clearly
of lnterest
to seek ways of making
the
electroweak
theory
more complete
and less
arbitrary.
One such
approach is motivated by the observation
that the Higgs sector
of
the standard
model is the analog
of the order parameter of the
Glnzburg-Landau
description
of superconductivity.'*
The Bardeenorder
Cooper-Schrleffer
theoryI
identifies
the phencmenological
parameter with the density of Cooper pafrs
of electrons.
In a
similar
fashion,
it is appealing to identify
the Higgs scalar as a
composite of new elementary fermlons.
By solving
the dynamics
of
the (new) Interaction
among these new constituents,
it is hoped, one
may calculate
the properties
of the Higgs scalar
and reduce or
eliminate
the arbitrariness
of the theory.
Realizations
of the
dynamical symmetry breaking idea in particle
physics
are known as
technicolor
rrmdels.1" In the most realistic
of these, there are many
bound states
with
different
quantum numbers.
Many of
these
techniparticles,
as they are called,
occur in the mass regime around
a few hundred GeV/c*.

-5A variant of this approach
conststs
in relying
upon strong
Interactions
among the gauge bosons themselves
to generate
a
low-mass Higgs scalar
as a bound state.
Setting
aside
some
we can realize
this
scenario
by
cart-before-horse
questions,
considering
the standard
model with M > 1 TeV/c*. In some sense,
to a theHry without
an elementary
the limit M + = corresponds
scalar.
T#e strongly-interacting
longitudinal
components of the
gauge bosons may form scalar WWand 22 bound states,
and additional
p-wave WWand WZ bound states.
The latter,
with masses on the order
of a few hundred GeV/cz,
mlght
be produced
by mixing
wlth
the
elementary W and 2."
Unified theories
of the strong,
weak, and electromagnetic
interactions
represent
another avenue for going beyond the standard
electroweak
theory.
The simplest example of these theories
is the
SU(5) model proposed by Georgl and Glashow."
Any such theory wlll
display a more complicated
pattern of symmetry breaking
than the
minimal electroweak
theory.
In the SU(5) model there are two scales
of symnetry breaking:
the electroweak
scale of -1 TeV, and the
unification
scale
of -lo*'
TeV. It is a challenge to sustain two
theories.
such different
mass scales
in spontaneously
broken
Although
unified
theories
bring
together
quarks and leptons and
place the strong, weak, and electromagnetic
interactions
on a coesnon
basis,
the number of arbitrary
parameters is no less than for the
separate
theories
of quantum chromodynamics
and the
standard
electroweak
theory.
Still
another approach to the problem of the scalar
sector
makes use of the fermion-boson
symmetry known as supersymnetry.lq
It
Is hoped that by relating
particles
of spin 1, spln l/2, and spin 0,
one will reduce the ambiguity of the standard model.
Supersymnetry
also eliminates
the quadratic
divergences that plague
scalar
field
theories,
and so makes more plausible
a theory with elementary Higgs
bosons.
The price extracted
for these services is a doubling of the
particle
spectrum, by the requirement
that each known particle
have
This
implies
the
a superpartner
with spin differing
by l/2 untt.
existence
of
many
new
particles
at masses 51 TeV/cz,
if
supersynmmtry is to be the solution
to the problem of electroweak
symmetry breaking.
In this brief
review, we have seen that both general
arguments
such as unitarity
constraints
and specific
conjectures
for improving
or completing the standard
electroweak
model imply
1 TeV as an
energy
scale on which new phenomena crucial
to our understanding
of
the fundamental interactions
must occur.
It is worth
noting
that
simple
unitarity
arguments have provided reliable
guidance before.
The violation
of partial-wave
unitarity
in the reaction
ve+pv
(6)
e
in
the old four-fermion
theory
at Js = 600 GeV approximately
suggests the scale of the intermediate
boson masses and the related
The region
vacuum expectation
value
of the Higgs field,
<e>
between l/2 TeV and 2 TeV is a landmark in all models w&ch
defines
the frontier
of our Ignorance.

-6The needh;;r;;plore
the 1 TeV scale is a primary motivation
for
now
new
colliders
consideration:
under
the
the
Superconducting
Super Collider,
or SSC, a machine of about 40 TeV in
the United
States;
and the Large Hadron Collider,
or LHC, which
could be Installed
in the 27 km LEP tunnel at CERN and attain a c.m.
energy of 1.6 TeV/Tesla.
SUPERCOLLIDERPHYSICS
To contribute
to an understanding
of what are the attributes
of
a desirable
machine to explore the 1 TeV scale, Estia Eichten,
Ian
Hinchliffe.
Ken Lane and I have undertaken a comprehensive
study**
of physics
prospects
for
a supercollider.
We have had three
principal
objectives.
The first
of these was to set out the
conventional
physics
possibilities
tn some detall.
These are
required as we begin to make choices
of energy,
luminosity,
and
beams (pp vs. pp) for the SSC. They also provide a measure of the
background rates for new or unexpected physics.
Our second goal was
to determine the discovery
reach of a supercollider
by considering
a
variety
of new physics
possibilities,
and thereby
to provide
a
reference
point
for
the design
of detectors
and experiments.
Finally,
we have attempted to Identify
areas
in which additional
work Is needed.
The following
topics are discussed at considerable
length
in
our paper:
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

Parton Distributions
Hadron jets - hard scattering
Standard Electroweak Theory
Minimal extensions
of the standard
Technicolor
Supersymnetry
Quark and lepton compositeness.

model

These are representative
of the hard-scattering
phencunena that make
the most stringent
demands upon machine performance.
We have not
addressed
the
transverse
momentum phenomena known as
low
"log s physics,"
nor have we considered
the physics
interest
of
quark-gluon
plasma.
We have also omitted
any discussion
of
multi-TeV
fixed-target
physics
with
beams,
for
which
the
opportunities
and concerns
are rather
different.
We have not
developed detailed
Monte Carlo simulations
of new and old physics
processes.
Today I can give only a quick survey of our calculations
and
findings.
I shall
first
discuss
what we have done to develop
reliable
parton distributions,
and then deal very briefly
with a few
physics
topics.
These will include the opportunities
for detailed
study of intermediate
bosons, the search for additional
intermediate
bosons,
the search
for the Higgs boson of the standard model, and
some manifestations
of technicolor.
The examples are chosen as much
to illustrate
the style of analysis we have carried out as to give
prominence to specific
collider
capabilities.
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PARTONDISTRIBUTION FUNCTIONS
The essence of the parton model"
is to regard
a high-energy
proton
as a collection
of quasifree
partons
which
share
its
momentum. Thus we envisage a proton of.momentum P as being made up
of partons
carrying
longitudinal
momenta xiP, where the momentum
fractions
xl satisfy

OSX,Sl

(7)

and

1

xi=1

.

(8)

partons
1
We make
the idealization
that
the partons
carry
transverse
momentum.
The prototype
hadron-hadron
reaction
is depicted
The cross section for the hadronic reaction

negligible
in

a + b + c + anything
is glven

Fig.

2.
(9)

by
da(a+b+c+x)

=

1

f\a)(xa)f;b)(xb)dft(ijx+x')

,

(10)

lj

a
fig. 2. Parton-model
hadron-hadron
reaction.

b
representation

of

a

-ais the number
;~;;;f\a)(xa)
a.
The sumnation

distribution
of partons of species I in
runs over all
contributing
parton
If we denote the invariant
mass of the itj
system

configurations.
as

Jf=~
and its

longitudinal

,

momentum In the hadron-hadron
P = xJW2

then the kinematic
variables
related
to those of the hadronic

1

Xa,b= $tx
These parton

(11)

2

l/2

+4r)

satisfy
q

z

(12)

rx]

process

.

the obvious

are
(13)

requirements
(14)

,

Xa-Xb = x

by

,

x
of the elementary
p&&ess by

momentum fractions
XaXb

c.m.

,

(15)

The elementary
parton
model sketched
here is,
at
best,
an
approximation
to reallty.
For the study of supercollider
phenomena,
the most important modification
to the elementary picture
is due to
the
strong-interaction
(QCD)
corrections
to
the
parton
distributions.
To first
approximation,
these
corrections
are
process-independent,
and can be incorporated
by the replacement
fia)(xa)

•+ f{‘+xa,Q2)

,

where the scale Qx on which the distributions
the reaction
under study.
It is typically
subenergy

(16)

on

are probed depends on
the order
of the

Q2 u f

(17)

for
the parton
subprocess
of interest.
fraction
contributing
to such a process will
<xx * J37T
For applications

to processes

The
be

typical

.

(18)

with

(10 GeV)2 < S 5 (10 TeV)2
at collider
energies
parton distributions

A-from
for

momentum

10

to

100 TeV,

(19)
we requlre

reliable

-9x 2 10

-4

(20)

and
Q2 i lo* GeV2

(21)

Extensive
measurements -of the cross
sections
for
deeply
inelastlc
scattering
of electrons,
muons, and neutrinos
from
nucleons have made it possible
to determine the parton distributions
at modest values of Q2. When evolved to larger Q* according to the
behavlor prescribed
by QCO, these yield parton distributions
at any
are available
in the
desired value of QL. Many sets of distributions
but nearly
all
are inadequate
literature,
for
supercollider
Most are given in the form of parametrizations
valid
applications.
over limited
ranges in Q*. As an example,
we show in Fig. 3 the
Q*-evolution
of the gluon distribution
xG(x,Qz) given by Baler,
which behaves unreasonably
for Q* >103 GeV*. For large-Q2
et al.,*L
we need heavy quark
(c,b,t)
distributions
in the
applications,
proton.
These have been negligible
at the values of Q2 relevant
for
parametrizations
in the literature.
In addition,
some of the
well-known
distributions
violate
number or momentum sum rules,
or

Baier,

H-N

et al

/--__-/

1
WI
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~1~~Wl I1~1111111111d
I111?111l I111l1111 I tlllllll
! Id
102
103
104
105
106
10’

108

Fig. 3. QZ evolution
of the gluon distribution
xG(x,Q2)
of Baler,
and Petersson,
Ref. 22: x = low4 (solid
line),
lo-'
(dotted
Engels,
line),
1O-2 (dotted-dashed
line),
0.1 (dashed line).

- 10 fail
to describe the ratlo of u- and d-quarks.
Finally,
we wanted
to pay particular
attention
to
the
rellability
of
parton
distributions
at small values of x (x < O.Ol), where the structure
functions
are essentially
unmeasured.
Our procedures are fully
described in Ref. 20. As a measure of
the reasonableness
of the results,
I show in Fig. 4 the Q*-evolution
of xG(x.Q*) for one of the two sets
of EHLQ structure
functions.
There we see the characteristic
QCO evolution:
a decrease of the
structure
function
at large x, and a corresponding
growth
at small
values of x.
A good measure of collider
capabilities
is the differential
1umTnosity
K zds = (lt~ii)

I1dx[f\")(x,S)fjb)(r/x,g)
+ WI
* (22)
K
which
is proportional
to the number of parton-parton
collisions
at
c.m. energy JS per hadron-hadron
collision
at c.m. energy
Js.
Because elementary hard-scattering
cross sectlons are of the form

the quantity
(t/S d&dr,
which
has the dimensions
of a cross
section,
is particu 1'arly convenient
for assessing in a genera]
way
the relative
merits of different
hadron energles,
beams, and

F”1 ““““I
’ “““” ““““I
““““I

’ “““” ““““I
’ “““” ““““I
““““1 ‘m”“‘1
‘n”“” I’m”F
“T J

yl

““““I
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;ieV)
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Fig. 4. Q* evolution
of the gluon distribution
xG(x,Qz) of Set 1 of
EHLQ structure
functions
(Ref. 20).
Same x values as Fig. 3.
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Fig, 5. Ratio of (z./S)d&'dT
for
uu interactions
collisions,
according
to the parton distributions
structure
functions
(Ref. 20).
Collider
energies
TeV.

10

in Fp and pp
of Set 2 of EHLQ
/s are given
in

luminosities.
I show in Fig. 5 the ratlo
of
As one example,
(r/S)&/dl:
for
uij interactions
in pp and pp collisions.
Roughly
speaking, the advantage of pp over p collisions
in this
channel
becomes appreciable
for Jr= d s r 0.1. Whether this advantage at
large values of fi can be exploited
depends upon the event
rate
determined by cross section and luminosity.
To test our parton distributlons
and the reliability
of the
we compare in Fig. 6 the QCO prediction
with recent
parton
model,
measurements*3'f*
of large transverse
momentum jets produced at 90"
in the reaction
pp + jet

t anything

(24)

at the CERN SppS Collider.
The errors
plotted
In Fig. 6 are
For the UA-1 data there is in additlon
a t7.5%
statistical
only.
uncertainty
in the pr scale
which has the efffct
of an overall
normalization
uncertainty
of a factor
of (1.5)-l.
The overall

-l2-

540 GeV
102E
3
5
g
2
-5

oUAI

IO :
A=290

01
:.

MeV

Q2=pf/4

r

z
g
2
-3

Bagnaio, et 01. (1984)
Bagnoia,etal.(1983a)
Arnison,etol.(l983b)
Arnisoqetal.
(1983d)

lo-‘r

10-2r

10-3:

~~(GeV/c1
cross section for Jet production
at y=O (90°
Fig. 6. Differential
in Fp collisions
at 540 GeV, according
to the parton
c-m.)
The data are from Arnlson,
dlstrlbutlons
of Set 2 of Ref. 20.
et al.
(Ref. 23) and Bagnala, et al.
(Ref. 24).
addltional
systematic uncertainty
in the UA-2 data
Is r40X.
The
and our calculation
Is thus
precise
agreement
between the data
better than one has a right to expect.
Another interesting
observable
Is the distribution
of two-jet
invariant
masseswIn
the reaction

-

UA2

-

\
IO2
1

0

op

-

JT

=

jet

+ jet

l

X

540 GeV

l Bagnaia,
~Bagnaia,

et al (1984)
et 01 (1983a)

200

100
q (GeV/c')

mass spectrum
for
two-jet
events
produced
in
Fig. 7. Invariant
proton-antiproton
collisions
at & = 540 GeV, according
to the
parton distributions
of Set 1 of Ref. 20. Both jets
must satisfy
The data are from Bagnaia, et al.
(Ref. 24); errors
ar
IYi' statisttcal
< o*85*
only.
pp + jetI

+ jet2

t anything

.

(25)

The invariant
mass distribution
da/m
for
jets
produced
with
rapidities
lyl 1, lyll < 0.85 is shown in Fig. 7. Again the UA-2
measurementsz4 are In good agreement with the QCO prediction.
We
regard this as reassurlng
for our parton distributions
in particular
and for the parton model approach in general.
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- 14 SUPERCOLLIDER PHENOMENAIN THE STANDARD
ELECTROWEAKMODEL
The principal
standard model issues
multi-TeV hadron collider
are these:

to

be

addressed

with

a

The rate of W' and Z0 production.
This is chiefly
of
interest
for investigations
of the production
mechanism
itself
and for
the study
of rare
decays of the
intermediate
bosons.
We expect
that
by the time
comes
into
operation
more
supercollider
basic
measurements,
such as precise
determinations
of the
masses and widths of the intermediate
bosons, will have
been accomplished.
The cross sections for pair production
of gauge bosons.
These are sensitive
to the structure
of the trillnear
couplings among gauge bosons, and must be understood as
potential
backgrounds to the observation
of heavy Higgs
bosons, composite scalars,
and other novel phenomena.
The Higgs boson itself.
In the standard
electroweak
model,
this
is the lone boson remaining to be found.
Elucidating
the structure
of the Higgs sector is one of
the fundamental
goals
of experimentation
in the TeV
regime.
In this brief tour, we shall touch brief&y on e$ch of these points.
The integrated
cross sections for W and W production
In pp
collisions
are shown in Fig. 8 as functions
of the c.m. fnergy Js;
Also shown are the cross
sections
for
production
of W- in the
The number of intermediate
bosons
rapidity
interval
-1.5 < y < 1.5.
produced at a high luminosity
supercollider
is impressively
large.
At a c-m. energy of 40 TeV, for example, a run with an integrated
lumlnosify
of IO+0 cm * would yield
approximately
6xl(r
Z"'s
and
2xl(r
W-Is. For comparison,
at a high luminosity
Zo factory
such as
of
LEP &2x103'
cm-*see-1 ) the number of Zo's expected in a year
running
is approximately
107. There is no competitive
source of
charged intermediate
bosons.
The angular distribution
of the produced
W's is of great
importance
for
the design
of experiments.
At supercollider
energies,
many intermedlate
bosons will be produced within a narrow
cone about the beam direction.
Special-purpose
detectors
deployed near the forward
direction
may have significant
advantages for the study of rare decays.
This
point is illustrated
by the rapidity
distribution
du/dy
for
W
production
in proton-proton
collisions
at 40 TeV, shown in Fig. 9.
The mapping from rapidity
to c.m. angles Is given in Fig. 10. In a
machine with an average lumiposity
of 10'3 cm-* set-*,
there will be
a flux of approximately
10 W /second emitted within 2" of the beam
direction,
in each hemisphere.

5
.j
k
:
t
-H

10

;.
a
a
Y
1

-AZ (rev)
in thp
in pp collisions
Fig. 8. Cross sections for W" production
for WAlso shown are the cross
sections
Drell-Yan
picture.
produced in the rapidity
Interval
-1.5 < y ( t1.5.
Set 2 of parton
distributions
of Ref. 20 was used.
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- 17 Incisive
tests of the structure
of the electroweak
interactions
may be achieved 1$1 detaIled
measureFnts
of the cross sections for
The rate for
tQe production
of W W , W-Zv, ZOZo,.W-7 and Ze7 pairs.
1s
sensltive
to
the
magnetic
moment
of the
production
w-7
In the standard ~,vdel
tQere are lmportant
intermediate
boson.
cancellations
in the amplitudes for W W and W-Z0 production
which
rely on the gauge structure
of the WWZtrillnear
coupling.
The Z"Ze
and ZOy reactions
do not probe trllinear
couplings
In the standard
model, but are sensitive
to nonstandard interactions
such as+ might
arise if the gauge bosons were composite.
In addition,
the W W and
ZoZv flnal
states may be significant
backgrounds to the detection
of
heavy Higgs bosons and possible
new degrees of freedom.
The Feynman diagrams for the process
4jq

-3 w+w

(26)

lntere$t-in
thls process, which
are shown in Fig. 11. The intrinsic
accounts
in part
for
plans
to study e e annihilations
at c.m.
energies around 180 GeV at LEP, 1s owed to the sensitlvlty
of the
cross
sectlon to the interplay
among the x-, Zo, and quark-exchange
contributions.
As is well known, ln the absence of the Zv-exchange

Lowest-order
Feynman
diagrams
for
the
Fig. ll.,
qq
+ww-.
A direct-channel
Hlggs boson diagram
vanishes
tle'quarks
are Idealized
as massless.

reaction
because

- 18 term, the cross section for production
of a pair
of longitudinally
polarized
Intermediate
bosons Is proportional
to s, in gross
It
is Important
to verify
that
the
violation
of unitarity.
amplitude is damped as expeqted.
The mass spectrum of W W pairs Is of interest
both for
the
verification
of gauge cancellations
and for
the assessment of
This
is shown for
backgrounds
to heavy Hlggs boson decays.
intermediate
bosons satisfying
IyI < 2.5 in Fig. 12. The number of
pairs produced at high energies seems adequate for
a test
of the
provided
that the intermediate
bosons can be
gauge cancellations,
detected with reasonable efficiency,
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Fig. 12. Mass spectrum
of W'W- pairs produced in pp ~0111s ions,
Both
to the parton distributions
of Set 2 from Ref. 20.
alcording
IyT < 2.5.
W and W must satisfy
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Fig. 13. Partial
decay widths of the Higgs boson into
intermediate
boson pairs
vs.
the Higgs-boson mass. For this illustration
we
have taken W,,,= 62 GeV/cz and MI = 93 GeV/c'.
A Hlggs boson with MW > 2MW has the striking
property
that
it
will
decay into pairs of gauge bosons.
The resulting
partial
decay
widths are shown in Fig. 13, where the partial
widths for the decay
HM
are also shown for heavy quark masses of 30 and 70 GeV/c'. The
decay into
palrs
of intertnedlate
bosons is dominant.
If
the
perturbatively
estimated
width can be trusted,
it may be difficult
to establish
a Higgs boson heavier than about 600 GeV/@.
The most promising mechanisms for Hlggs boson production
are
the gluon fusion process indicated
in Fig. 14 and the intermedlate
boson fusion process depicted in Fig. 15. The rate for gluon fusion
Is sensitive
to the masses of the quarks circulating
in the loop in
Fig. 14, and particularp-to
the top quark mass. I show in Fig. 16
the cross section for W W palrs arising
in the process
pp + H + anything
4

w+w-

(271

- 20 -

H

Fig. 14. Feynman diagram for
gluon-gluon
fusion.

Fig. 15.
formation.

Intermediate-boson

the production

fusion

of

mechanism

a

Htggs

for

boson

in

Higgs-boson
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at r/s = 40,TeV. as a function
of the Higgs boson mass. The rapidity
of the W and W are restricted
to the interval
TyT < 2.5, and the
example is for mt = 30 GeV/c*. The contributions
from gluon
fusion
and intermediate
boson fusion are shown separately.
Assumfng that the W's can be identified,
the background
comes
from W patr production.
We have estimated this background by taking
da/d))\ for
W-pair
production
wrth
(ywT < 2.5
(Fig. 12),
and
multiplying
by the greater
of 10 GeV and the Higgs boson width
(Fig. 13).
The signal exceeds the background for M < 630 GeV/c*.
From these
sorts
of comparisons
of expecved signal
and
background
we can draw the following
lessons.
First,
the rates are
reasonably
large, even for m = 30 GeV/cZ, if the W- can be observed
with high efficiency.
If both W's must be detected in their
-I
10 e
I
I
I
1
I
I
I
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\
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I
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I\
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,
1

Mass

(TN/c*)

Fig. 16. Cross section for the reaction
pp + (H + W'W-) + anythlng,
with
mt = 30 GeV/cx, according to the parton distributions
of Set 2
of Ref. 20, for Js = 40 TeV. The intermedlate
bosons must satisfy
/y 1 < 2.5.
The contributions
of gluon
fusion [dashed line] and
WWYZZfusion fdotted-dashed
line1 are shown seoaratelv.
Also chnwn
(dbtted~ linej~ ~1s rHda(p&W-GX)/d$
with 'Ty,T < 2.5 and M g"&:'
(See Fig. 12).
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the event rates
leptonic
decays,
magnitude.
It is important
to study
the

will
be down by two orders
the QCO four-jet
background

of
to

H + W+W-

L
L

jet +jet4
htl+jet2
are differgrit
$0'
final
state.
Second, the angular distributions
the isotropic
H i VV decay and the forward-backward
peaked qq -*I W
reaction.
Third, the rate for Higgs production
in the ZoZO mode is
one-half
the W W rate, but the standard model background
from the
process
qq +ZOJ
is a factor
of five
t$ -ten smaller than the
corresponding
W W- rate.
Although the Z0 + $ & channel 'pay be easy
to reconstruct,
the price of detecting
both Z's in the e e channel
is about three orders of magnitude in rate.
NEW ELECTROWEAKGAUGEBOSONS
A number of proposals have been advanced for
enlarging
the
electroweak
gauge group beyond the SU(2) OU(1) of the standard
One class contains the "left-right
syhetri8"
models based
nmdel.
the gauge group SU(2) OSU(2) gU(l)
which restore
parity
on
LOther &dels!'notably
the electroweak
invariance
at high energies.
sector
derived
from the SO(10) unified
theory, exhibit
addltional
U(1) invariances.
These will contain extra neutral gauge bosons.
All of these models have new gauge coupling constants which are
of the order of the SU(2) coupling constant of the standard model.
They imply the existence
ot new gauge bosons with masses of a few
hundred GeV/c' or more. In most interesting
models, these new gauge
bosons decay to the ordinary
quarks and leptons,
perhaps
augmented
by right-handed
neutrlnos.
Roughly speaking, the decay rates of a
W' will correspond to those of the familiar
W, times MW,/p.
The
heavler
gauge bosons will therefore
also be relatively
nar ow and
To obtain a reasonable
estimate
of the cross
prominent objects.
secttons
for the production
of additional
W and Z bosons, we assume
that the new bosons have the+same gauge couplings
to light
leptons
and quarks as do the known W- and Zv, respectively.
We adopt as a discovery criterion
the requirement
that
1000
gauge bosons be produced in the rapidity
interval
ly ,] < 1.5. This
should be adequate to allow the establishment
of a cowvincing signal
in either
the electron
channel or the muon channel.
The resulting
"discovery
limits"
are shown in Fig. 17. The larger production
rate
for
heavy gauge bosons in Fp collisions
makes itself
apparent for
integrated
luminosities
in excess of about lOa cm-'. For example, a
40 TeV pp collider
can reach masses of 2.3, 4.1, and 6.5-TeV/c*
for
integrated
luminosities
of lo'*,
10j9, and lo*" cmmz. A pp machine
of the same energy can attain 2.4, 4.7, and 8.0 TeV/c*.
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103 events
are produced with ly ,I < 1.5 at the stated integrated
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c IJllisions
(solid
lines)
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(dashed lines).
TECHNICOLOR
We have already mentioned the idea that
be replaced
by a bound state of elementary
and unrealistic,
example of this realization
breaking is based on the gauge symnetry

the Higgs boson might
fermions.
The minimal,
of dynamical
symmetry

SU(4) Techn~co1,,aSU(3)C,1,,aSU(2)LaU(1)~

’

tz8)

- 24 In additional
to the usual
quarks and leptons there is a chiral
doublet of massless technifermions
U and D which are assigned to the
fundamental
4 representation
of the technicolor
group and are taken
With these assignments
the
for simplicity
to be color singlets.
technicolor
Lagrangian
exhlblts
an exact
chlral
SU(2) OS;;:{
We suppose, in analogy wlth QCD, that at an energ b
symnetry.
8
of order A = 0(1 TeV), the technicolor
interactions
become strong
and the chi%
synmetry is spontaneously
broken down to (vector)
SU(2). the isospin group of the technifenaions.
As a consequence of the spontaneous
synsnetry breaking,
three
technlpions,
GpEdstonri bosons appear.
= 0
Isovector
states
J
the technipion
If the technicolor
scale ATC
decay constant is
F1 = (Gf12)-1'2
then after
will acquire

the electroweak
interaction
the canonical masses
$

= g2/4Gp/2

,

(29)

is turned
,

= r./GFsin2eW
M;/cos2eW

on, the W' and Zo

.

(31)

The massless
technipions
disappear
from the physical
spectrum,
having assumed the role
of the longitudinal
components of the
intermediate
bosons.
Knowing the spectrum of ordinary
hadrons, and attributing
its
we
may
Infer
the
remaining
spectrum
of
character
to
QCD,
It wtll include
technihadrons.
.
'
.
.

a" isotopic
triplet
of Jpc = l-- technirhos,
P , with fl(“T),,e O(1-~eV/C*);
= 1
techniomega,
9,
with
aIi isoscalar
J
O(1 TeV/cf);
an isoscalar
pseudoscalar
technieta,
ST, with
0(1 TeV/cz);
an lsoscalar
Jpc q Ott technisigma,
nT, with
0(1 TeV/c*),

of,

01,

H(oT)

=

M(nT)

=

H(uT)

=

plus other massive scalars,
axial vectors,
and tensors. The v
is
the analog of the physical Higgs scalar in the Weinberg-Salam Id del.
In addition
to these
(T'f) technimesons,
there
will
be a rich
spectrum
of (T') technibaryons.
Some of these might well be stable
against decay, within technicolor.
The mass of the technirho
can be estimated
in this
model at
decay mode, with a (partial)
width
about
1.77 GeV/c'. The principal
of about 325 GeV, is into a pair of technipions,
which is to say

-

longitudinally
coupling
of
processes

polarized
technirhos

intermediate
to pairs
or 2')

bosons.
Because of the strong
of intermediate
bosons,
the

q,$

+

q,qj

i w' + 0; + w;z;

(7

25

+ py + WiWO

(32)

and
,

(33)

wlll lead to substantial
enhancements in the pair-production
cross
sections.
I show in fig. 18 the mass spectrum of W'W- pairs
produced
in
pp colliders
at 20, 40, and 100 TeV, with and without
the technirho
enhancement.
Both intermediate
bosons are required
to satisfy
The technirho
enhancement amounts to nearly a doubling
1yI < 1.5.
of the cross section in the resonance
region.
In more realistic
technlcolor
models,
the qualitative
features
are similar,
but the
technlrho
enhancement is generally
moved to lower masses where the
absolute
rates
are larger and convincing
observations
are easier.
As in the earlier
discussion
of heavy Higgs bosons, a key remaining
question
is whether
the 4-jet QCD background will compromise the
detection
of nonleptonic
W and Z decays.
-*
pp

+

WW

+

anything

-0

IO

-0
*.a

1.4

I.0

I.0

2
P0ir

*.a
MOlf

1.1
(w//eq

Fig. 18. Mass spectrum
of W*W- pairs
produced
in pp
collisions,
according,to
the-parton
distributions
of Set 2
of Ref. 20.
Both W and W must satisfy
Iyl c 1.5.
The
cross sections are shown with (solid
lines)
and without
(dashed lines)
the technirho
enhancement.
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- 26 CONCLUSIONS
In Ref. 20
The most Important
conclusion
of the work reported
c.m.
energy
of
tens
of TeV
is that
a p;p collider
oeeratlng
at a
a
with a luminosity
of 10)' cm x SeC-' or more ~111 make possible
thorough
exploration
of the 1 TeV scale.
We are confident
that
the
Important
clues
toward
a more complete
understanding
of
fundamental
interactlons
are to be found on the scale of 1 TeV, and
that a multi-TeV hadron
supercolllder
will
supply
the means to
reveal them.
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